
2nd Grade: Mrs. Watkins and Mrs. Thomas
May 13, 2022

*We are excited to read your final Hometask!  This has been a busy year, and we have learned and done a lot!
What has been your most memorable thing to do or learn?
*Thank you for cleaning and returning the Colonial outfits so quickly and neatly!  If you have not returned one
yet, please do so ASAP so we can officially pack up. :)

Religion
Our final religion stories will focus on the jailer in
Philippi.  We will also get a chance to work on
putting this into a little play.  The students have
really been working hard on their final essay of the
year (compassion)!

Reading/Language
This week we wrapped up the stories in our
Reading Anthology!  The children have come such
a long way and are ready to take on the challenge
of third grade!  Continue to promote the love and
value of reading and writing to your child.  Read
together, and then have “book talks” to build
comprehension and interest.  Encourage your child
to keep a journal to record memories and further
develop writing skills.  Next week we will spend
our reading and language time preparing our Stone
Soup play, working on some final writing activities,
and reviewing all those language rules and lessons
we’ve come to know and love!

Science
This week we focused on the Ocean habitat!  We
are excited about creating a pop-up book to show
what we have learned

Memory Work
Just as you received Christ Jesus as

Lord, continue to live in Him.

Colossians 2:6

Spelling
favorite, friend, birthday, through,
wonderful, quiet, brother, sister, father,

mother, Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Watkins

Math
Next up, x4 facts!  We will be working hard on
these because they will be tricky!  If you can help
your student memorize x3's and x4's this month
(and into the summer), it will help for next year!
We will also work on graphing on a coordinate
plane and making change for $1.00.

Social Studies
We are going to do our final SS test on Tuesday!
We are still going to end the year with a brief study
of Lewis and Clark.  This will be a final project for
our SS grade (instead of a test).

Spanish
We finished our last full unit but we are taking a
couple of weeks to review some final Spanish
vocabulary to end the year.

Music
We finished Beauty and the Beast and we just
have a little time to squeeze in a quick
plot/character discussion of The Sound of
Music...and a few of our favorite songs as well;).

Teacher Tip!
Let’s finish strong!  The next week and a half
will be busy with final projects and many fun
experiences.  Encourage your kiddo to do their
best at school and work hard getting things
done so they can enjoy the fun.
A few students have some extra memorizing
to do if they have a speaking part in our Stone
Soup play.  Thank you for your help at home
running through lines! :)


